All Mixed-Up

Read the words in each line. Write them in alphabetical order on the blank line. What happens?

1. archerfish water an spits

2. grow a tall cactus can

3. whale large mighty

4. drink albatrosses saltwater

5. cactus have spines

6. have fireflies taillights

7. termites aardvarks eat

8. flowers superb smell

9. stalagmites have caves

10. build dams beavers

11. eats a seeds bird

12. tentacles cephalopod a has

13. long have giraffes necks

14. spin spiders webs some

15. like swimming fish

16. upstream swim salmon

17. underground moles time spend

18. gracefully butterflies fly
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All Mixed-Up

Read the words in each line. Write them in alphabetical order on the blank line. What happens?

1. archerfish water an spits
   an archerfish spits water

2. grow a tall cactus can
   a cactus can grow tall

3. whale large mighty
   large mighty whale

4. drink albatrosses saltwater
   albatrosses drink saltwater

5. cactus have spines
   cactus have spines

6. have fireflies taillights
   fireflies have taillights

7. termites aardvarks eat
   aardvarks eat termites

8. flowers superb smell
   flowers smell superb

9. stalagmites have caves
   caves have stalagmites

10. build dams beavers
    beavers build dams

11. eats a seeds bird
    a bird eats seeds

12. tentacles cephalopod a has
    a cephalopod has tentacles

13. long have giraffes necks
    giraffes have long necks

14. spin spiders webs some
    some spiders spin webs

15. like swimming fish
    fish like swimming

16. upstream swim salmon
    salmon swim upstream

17. underground moles time spend
    moles spend time underground

18. gracefully butterflies fly
    butterflies fly gracefully

What happens?
When alphabetized the words give an interesting fact about a plant or animal.